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Practical Solutions to Overcome Obstacles & Lead a Happier & Healthier Life
Heather Sayers Lehman, MS is a TEDx speaker who has mastered the art of overcoming. Heather
left a childhood home of drug addiction, public assistance and chaos during her senior year of
high school. She was an excellent survivor but needed to break down her walls to truly thrive.
She focused on unraveling her twisted paradigms and perceptions while learning to effectively
cope with her emotions. Years later, she was diagnosed with a chronic illness which upended
the way she lived her life. She started all over again and created a healthy and satisfying lifestyle
that fit her limitations.
Heather authored "Don’t Eat It. DEAL With It! Your Guidebook On How To STOP Eating Your
Emotions” after conducting over 3000 health coaching sessions. People earnestly wanted
healthier lifestyles yet needed tools to deal with their stress, overwhelm and burnout. She
founded Overcoming U - Cultivating Employee Well-Being to bring wellness solutions focused
on behavior change to employers. Heather’s keynotes, workshops and courses change mindsets
about healthy living and develop skillsets to maintain healthy habits for a lifetime.

SPEAKING TOPICS
Manage Your Bandwidth: Create
Your Blueprint for Building
Resilience & Beating Burnout

Taking the Weight Out
of Wellness: Prioritizing
People Over Numbers

Lead While Life Happens:
Overcome Stress & Burnout
to Strengthen Leadership

ENGAGEMENTS

"It was my honor to have Heather speak at ASU’s WP Carey annual “WP Carey Talks.” In front of a
room full of A-type personalities, Her insights and knowledge of wellness, accompanied by her
communication and presentation skills, were extremely well received and the event highlight for
many in attendance.
I can highly recommend Heather to any individual, group, or organization. Her value is immeasurable, and many positive outcomes of her presentation(s) are instantaneous. Heather is a true value."
Asher Spittler, Curator - WP Carey Talks

Info@OvercomingU.com

OvercomingU.com/speaking

